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THE LONDON TRADER SHOW
The UK´s only dedicated event for active traders

THE LONDON TRADER SHOW 2022
A one-day event for today’s retail trader
Friday 25th February 2022; Novotel London West

Today’s trader faces some extremely tough choices – every day. The London Trader Show, sponsored by
Alvexo and the London Academy of Trading, is here to help traders navigate their way through an
increasingly diverse and opaque industry. To help them plan a clear, achievable path to trading success,
and profit, by setting realistic goals and finding out how, what and where to go to make them a reality.
Yael Kleinman, Managing Director of VPR Safe Financial Group said “It is important for us to sponsor the
London Trader Show as we are passionate about improving the way the trading world works. As the
conference inspires traders to be confident and responsible Alvexo supports those same objectives by
helping people discover the unlimited opportunities in the world’s financial markets. And is our mission
to be the financial partner of choice for traders with local and international market focus.”
Since launching in 2011, the London Trader Show has welcomed over 15,000 delegates through the doors.
From learning which trading opportunities will best serve their needs, to making new contacts and
discovering more about trading: options trading, commodities trading, currency trading and how day
trading can complement an existing investment portfolio. The London Trader Show brings it all together
in one place, for one day, for traders.
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Paddy Osborn, Academic Dean and Managing Director of the London Academy of Trading, Silver Sponsors
, said, “We are very excited to be exhibiting, and sponsoring, at the London Trader Show this month, and
we’re looking forward to meeting many like-minded traders and investors. I believe the London Academy
of Trading is ideally positioned to help retail traders develop their knowledge and skills to maximise their
trading performance, whether trading for themselves or looking to develop a more professional approach.”

The London Trader Show features trading workshops, a wide range of free seminars, live debates and
interviews throughout the day, a Lunchtime Summit panel session, where the panel discuss, “Trading in
2022: stocks, forex, crypto and commodities”. Delegates can browse the interactive exhibition featuring
some of the top banks and brokers, education companies, data providers and trading software – it’s a
very busy and exciting day for all concerned.
Sponsored by Alvexo and the :London Academy of Trading, the London Trader Show is designed
specifically to provide independent training and education to active traders in the UK, supporting
individuals who seek to boost profits through trading, secure an income stream in retirement, enhance
returns through investing, and/or to make a full-time career in trading.
Lisa Campbell, Managing Director of Investor Conferences (UK) Ltd, Organisers of the London Trader Show
says, “We thank the sponsors of the London Trader Show, companies that have taken this opportunity to
show their support for retail traders in the UK. For delegates, the London Trader Show offers a unique, live
forum, where delegates can learn new trading skills, meet and speak to the people in the industry, explore
new opportunities and share experiences with like-minded traders. It’s a valuable day for helping today’s
trader find their bearings, and position themselves for profit in 2022 .”
Doors open promptly at 9.30 am and the show runs right through until 5.00 pm, providing a packed
schedule throughout. Join us for a day at the London Trader Show, and immerse yourself in the world of
trading, under one roof, for one day.
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Note to Editors:
The London Trader Show is for educational purposes only and neither the show nor any communications
or correspondence relating to the conference produced by or on behalf of the London Trader Show will
constitute financial promotions or invitations or inducements to invest in particular securities or
investment activities.
Tickets to the London Trader Show cost £25 on the door.
Your readers can claim one complimentary ticket, and one free trading workshop (together worth £50)
by using voucher code “PRESS22” and registering online. Find out more at www.londontradershow.com.
All delegates receive:
 Delegate Welcome Pack containing special offers and free samples
 Your personal copy of the London Trader Show Event Guide, containing full exhibitor and speaker
listings and event information
 An entry ticket which includes access to all free seminars, the exhibition hall, Showcase Theatre
and Traders Lounge.
 A FREE cup of freshly-ground coffee from sponsors of the Traders Café, ETX Capital
For further information, please contact:
Investor Conferences (UK) Ltd
Lisa Campbell, Managing Director
07504 237902
020 7193 4541
lisa@icuk.media
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